iPhone 7 and iPhone 7 Plus

iPhone 7 dramatically improves the most important aspects of the iPhone experience. It
introduces advanced new camera systems. The best performance and battery life ever in an
iPhone. Immersive stereo speakers. The brightest, most colorful iPhone display. Splash and
water resistance.1 And it looks every bit as powerful as it is. This is iPhone 7.
New black and jet black finishes
Splash and water resistant1
New Home button
Learn more about the design of iPhone 7

iPhone 7 Camera
An entirely new camera enters the picture.
12MPcamera
Optical image stabilization
7MPFaceTime HD camera
Quad-LED True Tone flash
Learn more about the iPhone 7 camera
Two cameras that shoot as one.

12MPWide-angle and telephoto cameras
Optical zoom at 2x Digital zoom up to 10x
Learn more about the iPhone 7 Plus camera
Retina HD Display
The brightest, most colorful iPhone display yet.
Wide color gamut
25%brighter
3D Touch
Learn more about the Retina HD display
4.7″Retina HD display with wide color gamut and 3D Touch1334
× 750 resolution1334 ×
750 resolution5.5″Retina HD display with wide color gamut and 3D Touch1920×
1080 resolutionA10 Fusion Chip
The most powerful chip ever in a smartphone.
2×faster than iPhone 6
Longest battery life ever in an iPhone
Learn more about the A10 Fusion chip
Audio
iPhone. Now in stereo.
New stereo speaker system
2×louder than iPhone 6s
EarPods with Lightning Connector
Introducing AirPods
Wi-Fi and Cellular
Faster LTE
450Mbps3x faster LTE than iPhone 6
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iPhone 7 and iPhone 7 Plus are splash, water, and dust resistant and were tested under controlled laboratory conditions with a rating of
IP67 under IEC standard 60529. Splash, water, and dust resistance are not permanent conditions and resistance might decrease as a result
of normal wear. Do not attempt to charge a wet iPhone; refer to the user guide for cleaning and drying instructions. Liquid damage not
covered under warranty.
The high-gloss finish of the jet black iPhone 7 is achieved through a precision nine-step anodization and polishing process. Its surface is
equally as hard as other anodized Apple products; however, its high shine may show fine micro-abrasions with use. If you are concerned
about this, we suggest you use one of the many cases available to protect your iPhone.

